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SUMMARY
Sana Currents forecasts a high pivotal sentiment that EOLS Evolus Inc.’s
(NASDAQ:EOLS) lead candidate DWP-450, a 900 kDa purified botulinum toxin
type A complex, will receive FDA approval to treat moderate-to-severe
glabellar lines in adult patients under 65 years of age.
If approved by its PDUFA date of February 2, 2019, DWP-450, recently branded
as Jeuveau, could become a significant competitor in a market long
monopolized by Allergan's [NYSE:AGN] Botox kDA. DWP-450 is the first
molecular size-specific 900 kDA toxin to be developed since Botox.
Evolus received a complete response letter (CRL) from the FDA on May 15,
2018 regarding its biologic license application (BLA) for DWP-450.
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Even though Evolus warned in early 2018 it had received 10 critical
observations from an FDA inspection of its Daewoong Pharmaceuticals
manufacturing facility in Korea, the FDA signed off on its pre-approval
inspection of the Daewoong plant. In the CRL, however, the FDA said the
Evolus’ BLA was not sufficient for approval as originally submitted due to a
number of cited deficiencies. The deficiencies related to Chemistry,
Manufacturing, and Controls, or CMC processes, not to clinical submissions or
the facility.

•

Evolus responded to the FDA, as promised, by August 2018. The FDA then
assigned the February PDUFA date.

Location

Neither Evolus nor the FDA has been expansive on the nature of the cited CMC
deficiencies in the original BLA submission, but the manufacturing of
botulinum toxins is tricky. Upon the introduction of Galderma/Ipsen’s Dysport,
a different-sized competitor to Botox, a scientific journal noted not all
botulinum toxins should be considered “equivalent formulations because they
have … different isolation and manufacturing processes that result in unique
product characteristics.” Mylan NV [NASDAQ:MYL], an experienced drug
manufacturer, recently decided not to manufacture its internal botulinum
toxin program and instead partnered with another company to develop the
drug.
In introducing the first competitor to Botox, Evolus likely had a high CMC bar
to establish its specific isolation and manufacturing processes, leading to the
initial CRL. The FDA has since advanced Jeuveau with three decisions:
Approving the Daewoong facility; accepting the company’s response to the
original CRL and providing the PDUFA date; and signing off on the brand name
Jeuveau, a requirement prior to launching a new drug or biologic.
If the government shutdown does not delay a decision on the February 2
PDUFA date, the FDA’s recent actions point to final approval for Jeuveau.
Evolus plans to launch the drug shortly thereafter.
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THE EDGE
Evolus replaced its CEO on May 10 when David Moatazedi, a former SVP of US Medical Aesthetics at Allergan, took the
helm. Investors widely applauded the appointment, regarding Moatazedi as more experienced to lead the marketing of
Jeuveau against Allergan and the two other key competitors (Galdrema/Ipsen and Merz). In addition to receiving a stock
boost by the appointment of Moatazedi, Evolus was able to minimize the effect of the CRL, disclosed by the company
on May 16.
The timing of Moatazedi’s appointment signifies Evolus initiated necessary action to correct the company’s simmering
regulatory problems. Moatazedi since has added several new executives to prepare for the launch of Jeuveau and
apparently has corrected the course of the BLA.
Unbeknownst to most investors, Botox is approved for both therapeutic and aesthetics indications. In contrast, DWP450 is only seeking approval for aesthetics indications. This normally would be viewed as a disadvantage, especially
since it limits DWP-450 addressable markets, but it actually could be a positive due to pricing. Because DWP-450 is
solely focused on receiving approval for aesthetics indications, DWP-450 is likely to be priced at a significant discount
(20-25%) to Botox.
A price discount alone isn't enough to convince doctors to prescribe another competing drug. The drug has to be just as
effective as the original. DWP-450 also meets such criteria, and has demonstrated non-inferiority to Botox in several
phase III trials. In fact, an 87.2% response rate improvement was observed in patients undergoing DWP-450 treatments.
Botox on the other hand only posted an 82.8% response rate.
Another tailwind DWP-450 has going for it is many key opinion leaders in dermatology and plastic surgery are invested
in the parent company, Alphaeon.
In August 2018, Health Canada approved marketing of DWP-450 to treat moderate to severe glabellar lines in Canada,
the same indication Evolus wants the FDA to approve.
The global self-pay medical aesthetics market is expected to generate more than $1.8 billion in revenue in 2019 and
could reach $2.3 billion by 2020. The US market expected to generate the most growth.
With Botox, Allergan controls 70% of the US market, according to Evolus. Galderma/Ipsen’s Dysport owns 20.5%, while
Merz’s Xeomin, a smaller molecular weight, has 9.5% market share.
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Disclaimer
Please be advised that GeoInvesting™ is strictly a research and publishing firm, of general and regular circulation, which falls within the
publisher’s exemption to the definition of an “investment advisor” under Section 202(a)(11)(A) – (E) of the Securities Act (15 U.S.C.
77d(a)(6) (the “Securities Act”). GeoInvesting™ is not registered as an investment advisor under the Securities Act or under any state
laws. None of our trading or investing information, including the Content, GeoInvesting™ Email, Executive Casts and/or content or
communication (collectively, “Information”) provides individualized trading or investment advice and should not be construed as such.
Accordingly, please do not attempt to contact GeoInvesting™, or SanaCurrents™, its members, partners, affiliates, employees,
consultants and/or hedge funds managed by partners of GeoInvesting™ (collectively, the “GeoInvesting™ Parties”) to request
personalized investment advice, which they cannot provide. The Information does not reflect the views or opinions of any other
publication or newsletter.
We publish Information regarding certain stocks, options, futures, bonds, derivatives, commodities, currencies and/or other securities
(collectively, “Securities”) that we believe may interest our Users. The Information is provided for information purposes only, and
GeoInvesting™ is not engaged in rendering investment advice or providing investment-related recommendations, nor does
GeoInvesting™ solicit the purchase of or sale of, or offer any, Securities featured by and/or through the GeoInvesting™ Offerings and
nothing we do and no element of the GeoInvesting™ Offerings should be construed as such. Without limiting the foregoing, the
Information is not intended to be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell any specific Securities, or otherwise invest in any
specific Securities. Trading in Securities involves risk and volatility. Past results are not necessarily indicative of future performance.
The Information represents an expression of our opinions, which we have based upon generally available information, field research,
inferences and deductions through our due diligence and analytical processes. Due to the fact that opinions and market conditions
change over time, opinions made available by and through the GeoInvesting™ Offerings may differ from time-to-time, and varying
opinions may also be included in the GeoInvesting™ Offerings simultaneously. To the best of our ability and belief, all Information is
accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from public sources that we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders
or connected persons of the applicable Securities covered or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to
the issuer. However, such Information is presented on an “as is,” “as available” basis, without warranty of any kind, whether express
or implied. GeoInvesting™ makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of any such
Information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice,
and GeoInvesting™ does not undertake to update or supplement any of the Information.
The Information may include, or may be based upon, “Forward-Looking” statements as defined in the Securities Litigation Reform Act
of 1995. Forward-Looking statements may convey our expectations or forecasts of future events, and you can identify such
statements: (a) because they do not strictly relate to historical or current facts; (b) because they use such words such as “anticipate,”
“estimate,” “expect(s),” “project,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” “may,” “will,” “should,” “anticipates” or the negative thereof or other
similar terms; or (c) because of language used in discussions, broadcasts or trade ideas that involve risks and uncertainties, in
connection with a description of potential earnings or financial performance. There exists a variety of risks/uncertainties that may
cause actual results to differ from the Forward-Looking statements. We do not assume any obligation to update any Forward-Looking
statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, and such statements are current only as of the date
they are made.
You acknowledge and agree that use of GeoInvesting’s™ Information is at your own risk. In no event will GeoInvesting™ or any
affiliated party be liable for any direct or indirect trading losses caused by any Information featured by and through the GeoInvesting™
Offerings. You agree to do your own research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to Securities
featured by and through the GeoInvesting™ Offerings. You represent to GeoInvesting™ that you have sufficient investment
sophistication to critically assess the Information. If you choose to engage in trading or investing that you do not fully understand, we
may not advise you regarding the applicable trade or investment. We also may not directly discuss personal trading or investing ideas
with you. The Information made available by and through the GeoInvesting™ Offerings is not a substitute for professional financial
advice. You should always check with your professional financial, legal and tax advisors to be sure that any Securities, investments,
advice, products and/or services featured by and through the GeoInvesting™ Offerings, as well as any associated risks, are appropriate
for you.
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